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International and National References

 Managing the Governance Relationship in group structures – Tina 

Siwendu and Karen Heath – for Cliffe Dekker Hofmeyr (published 

in the ICSA Technical newsletter)

 Subsidiary Governance – an unappreciated risk (PWC UK 

research paper)

 The Case for Subsidiary Corporate Governance  - (Brian Chartier –

Royal Bank of Canada Financial Group)

 King IV draft report

 Deloitte – Governance of Subsidiaries – A survey of Global 

Companies (2013)

 Beyond the Parent Board: Downstream Corporate Governance 

(Sandra Jorgenson – Royal Bank of Canada)

 Governance of Company Groups (Mark Teen & Chris Bennett for 

CPA Australia)

 Old Mutual plc Annual Report 2015

 Cartoons courtesy of Independent Audit Limited
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DOWNSTREAM CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

The Status Quo

 Companies establish separate legal entities for various reasons.

 Most corporate governance failures occur within entities outside of the 

ultimate parent company.

 Group entities which are relatively immaterial in terms of investment and 

revenue contribution may pose significant risk, because of lack of proper 

systems, processes and oversight.

 Corporate law and regulations focus on the duties of directors to the 

“company”.

 Exceptions – certain jurisdictions (Australia & SA) allow directors to act in 

interest of subsidiary or holding company.

 Different standards in the interpretation of duty to act in the best interest 

of the Company.

 CPA Research – “the most frequently adopted approach to the problems 

of group governance appears to be to ignore them and hope for the 

best. It can sometimes appear that the objective of the parent board is 

plausible “deniability”. Many companies manage subsidiaries like 

branches and divisions.
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King IV (Draft)

 Board of Holding Company should ensure that a group corporate

governance framework is in place to address relationships and the

exercise of authority and power amongst the companies in the Group.

 All boards should contribute to the framework

 Subsidiary Boards should consider and approve policies by the Holding

Company board.

 Group Governance framework should be given effect in the MOI,

delegations of authority, shareholder agreements, board charters,

Committee ToR’s and related policies and agreements

 Cross-directorships should be addressed.

 Holding Company Board should, in terms of its legal duties towards the

Holding Company, oversee that the framework is implemented.

DOWNSTREAM CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
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DOWNSTREAM CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

Group Governance Framework

 In complex groups, Parent Company Boards “can’t do it all”.

 Ensuring an effective subsidiary company governance program is crucial

to assure that subsidiaries are implementing the same values, ethics,

controls and processes.

 Extensive control mechanisms are required, which includes the effective

operations of the subsidiary company boards.

 Apply proportional governance that enables fit for purpose governance

that meets relevant fiduciary responsibilities in an efficient manner.
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Group Governance Framework

 Needs to consider the nature of the each entity.

 As each entity differs in the capabilities, needs and local challenges, so

too must the approach to governing these entities.

 Approach and specific governance measures should be carefully

considered by the Board and Senior Management of the ultimate parent

company.

 Framework to include the following:-

- Formal group governance program

- Board governance

- Learning and Communication

- Group policies

- Audit, internal controls and reporting

All underpinned by open and effective communications.

Flexible consistency!

DOWNSTREAM CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
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Governance programmes for subsidiaries should:

- Classify legal entities as to whether they are regulated, trading, non-trading,

dormant on a risk basis.

- Trading companies and high-risk could be asked to apply the entire

governance framework

- Strike a balance between compliance and adding value through

governance.

DOWNSTREAM CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
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Governance programmes for subsidiaries should (contd):

 Determine board structures and composition for subsidiary which would best

contribute to an effective chain of oversight.

- Will be impacted by regulation and tax jurisdictions of subsidiary company.

- Results in differing needs and risks where one size fits all governance does

not suffice. What may be appropriate at holding company may not be

appropriate at wholly owned subsidiary company level.

- Independent directors could be costly and could compromise the parent

board’s ability to control the strategic direction. However, appointing only

executives are also not advisable, as board oversight will simply not exist.

- People reporting to the Board, such as the subsidiary’s Legal council and

compliance officers, should not be appointed as directors.

- Choosing the right directors for subsidiaries, can be just as complex as

appointing directors to the Parent Company Board

DOWNSTREAM CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
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Governance programmes for subsidiaries should (contd):

 Create well calculated policies and guidelines on governance for

subsidiaries.

 Managing the corporate data around these subsidiaries.

 Consider the effectiveness of the organisation’s overall corporate

governance framework.

- Creation of policies to address Board composition and size, the

corporate secretarial function and qualifications of corporate

secretaries.

- Structure and functioning of subsidiary boards.

- Conflict of interest.

DOWNSTREAM CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
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Governance programmes for subsidiaries should (contd):

- Process for handling communication between subsidiaries and parents.

- Develop guidelines and director manuals to assist subsidiary directors in

carrying out their functions.

- Audit process to ensure compliance with articulated policies.

- A “centre of excellence” to support subsidiaries with their governance

requirements (ideally within the corporate secretary’s department).

DOWNSTREAM CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
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Role of the Subsidiary Board 

 Can’t replicate everything the parent company does. 

 Delineating the line between the role of the parent Board and it’s 

subsidiary boards require clear documentation through Board mandates 

and delegation of authority.  A so-called decision framework.  

 Subsidiary Board should and must, according to best practice, pay 

attention to compliance, controls and process adherence.

 Partially owned subsidiary – consider interests of minority shareholders.

 Life insurance company – the interests of policyholders should be

considered.

DOWNSTREAM CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
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Legal View – Let’s Lawyer up

DOWNSTREAM CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

 A company comprises many stakeholders, inter alia, employees, customers,
shareholders, creditors and directors. Each has a particular interest in the activities,
performance and decisions of the company.

 In company law the Board of Directors has the responsibility and fiduciary duty to
take decisions for the company and to ensure such decisions are in the best interest
of that company. Shareholders are not involved in the day-to-day running of the
company.

 In a Group context this gives rise to a dynamic tension between the interests of the

shareholder (in many cases a sole shareholder of the company) and the duty of
directors (often appointed by the shareholder) to take decisions in the best interest
of the company, without undue influence being exerted by the interests of the
Group.

 Legally – only the Board of directors has authority to manage the affairs of the 
Company.

 Directors should manage affairs of company to avoid harm to the Company and 
it’s stakeholders.

 Limiting the board’s authority through the parent company can impact the 
directors’ fiduciary duties – the subsidiary company can never be a mere rubber 
stamp and should always apply their mind.
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 The new Companies Act references groups of companies

― Financial statements include group statements

― Definition section refers to “group of companies”

― View of remuneration of directors “by the group” should be disclosed

― Offers to the public, includes securities and rights of the “group”

― Auditor has access to holding and subsidiary company financial

statements

― Exemptions for audit committee if holding company has one

― Similar social and ethics committees

― Disposal by subsidiary – if greater part of assets of holding company,

holding company should approve as well

DOWNSTREAM CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

Legal View – Let’s Lawyer up (contd)
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DOWNSTREAM CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

CDH Framework purposes that the following matters be clear in a

group governance framework

― Clarity on Subsidiary Board decision areas

― Dividend principles and policies to be determined

― Arm’s length principles and agreements (related party committee)

― Information and insider trading policy

― Stakeholder reputational management

― Transparent and rigorous process for Board appointments and

selections – determining the number of executives from the Holding

Company.

― Define the extent of the authority of the subsidiary
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Recommendations

Based on the above and in an attempt to assist the holding company in a

group of companies to meet its commercial needs in an efficient and

effective manner within the parameters of the relevant legal and

governance framework, the following recommendations are made:

 A governance framework as recommended by King IV should be adopted that sets
out the principles that will form the basis of the limitations placed on the authority of
the subsidiary boards. First and foremost, the framework should recognise the
separate existence of a subsidiary with the resultant legal consequences, including
the statutory duties and potential liabilities of the directors of the subsidiary board as

per the Companies Act of 2008 or any other jurisdiction.

 In order to comply with the provisions of the Act concerning the limitations on the
authority of the subsidiary boards, the Memorandum of Incorporation of each
operating subsidiary should, as a minimum, make reference to the formal
delegation/limitation of authority as adopted by the board of its holding company
from time to time.

DOWNSTREAM CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
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Recommendations – (cont.)

 The formal delegation of authority framework or matrix to be approved by the
board of the holding company should be reviewed to make provision for the
involvement of the subsidiary company board, either in the form of prior consultation
or approval, in any items that could be regarded as significant to the business
prepared either in the form of minutes of a meeting of the subsidiary board or a
resolution signed by all the directors of the subsidiary.

 The subsidiary board should establish its own delegation of authority framework
based on the framework approved and implemented by the holding company
board.

 Depending on the level of significance of activity within a subsidiary company,
regular formal meetings of the subsidiary board is recommended. The minutes of

such meetings to act as record of the directors having applied their minds to matters
significance to the business of the subsidiary and, in doing so, acting in the best
interest of the subsidiary.

DOWNSTREAM CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
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Majority of significant subsidiaries have separate boards, which have non-

executive directors and directors that are common to the parent as well as 

the subsidiary boards.

Global Subsidiary company governance survey

Subsidiary Board Composition
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Global Subsidiary company governance survey

Subsidiary Board Composition
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Majority of boards spent significant time on the oversight of subsidiaries.

Global Subsidiary company governance survey

Time Spent by the Parent Board on Oversight of 

Subsidiaries
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The actions of the subsidiaries require the approval of the parent, especially 

on matters related to investment and expenditure and on significant 
accounting issues where judgement is involved.

Global Subsidiary company governance survey

Approvals and Decision-making at the Subsidiary
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Global Subsidiary company governance survey

Approvals and Decision-making at the Subsidiary
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The governance of overseas subsidiaries is different from domestic 

subsidiaries due to differences in language, culture, legal environment and 

tax laws.

Global Subsidiary company governance survey

Domestic vs. Overseas Subsidiaries Governance
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Companies often extend key policies like the whistle blower policy across 

subsidiaries, especially the large ones.

Global Subsidiary company governance survey

Policies and Procedures
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PRACTICAL EXAMPLES
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Role of the Company Secretary

The role the Company Secretary plays in managing legal entity governance 

has changed dramatically in recent years and perhaps a more befitting title 

for the role is now Governance Director or Leader. In today’s regulatory 

environment, the Company Secretary plays a more strategic enabling role, 

making sure directors are protected and proactively ensuring legal and 

regulatory governance compliance, throughout a group.

The purpose of the Company Secretary is now much more commercial and 

strategic and is focused around anticipating business needs and being 

proactive in terms of managing those needs. Today’s Company Secretaries 

must embed themselves within the business so that they can pre-empt risks 

before they happen.

A subsidiary governance framework can assist Company Secretaries in 

managing the compliance burden, but also provides an opportunity for 

them to add real value to the business by creating efficiencies, minimising risk 

and reducing costs.

THE ROLE OF THE COMPANY SECRETARY
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Role of the Company Secretary (contd)

– Conclusion

Failing to plan and put in place a robust subsidiary governance framework 

that is adhered to, is planning to fail.

Managing the unappreciated risks around global subsidiary governance and 

compliance is a key issue facing all governance functions.

By taking a few key strategic steps, Company Secretaries have a key role in 

helping businesses manage those risks.

THE ROLE OF THE COMPANY SECRETARY
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